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This Guide was written to inspire the real spirit of Christmas in all of you. The focus of 
Christmas has sadly become extremely materialistic over the last few decades. A hundred 
years ago a simple present (whether handmade or store bought)  was a sacred thing- 
something special that came around only once or twice a year. We have become so 
obsessed with material wealth that everyday can feel like Christmas. And I don’t leave myself 
out of this reality. Just as now we enjoy sugar almost everyday in some form, we could say 
that most of us (and our children) also enjoy some small gift or boughten item (a brownie, a 
little toy, collectible cards) daily as well. 

And so our solution at a time when gift-giving has always been emphasized is to make it an 
even BIGGER material event. If we receive a present or sweet almost everyday then the only 
logical way to make Christmas more special is to give MORE presents at Christmas and to 
have MORE sweets over the holiday season. 

Or is it? 

Just as our little family is striving to live a simpler slower life at home than what modern day 
society dictates is necessary, we are also striving to salvage some of the magic associated 
with the Christmas season.

We want our children (and ourselves) to experience the thrill of surprise and the wonder 
of and the faith in something higher and more beautiful than what can be found here on 
earth. 

I hope that you find this Guide both practical and inspiring and that it sparks in your home 
new and lasting Christmas traditions for years to come.

Meagan.

introduction
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Of course what makes the world so beautiful is that no family is the same and no set of 
Family Values are the same either.

I encourage you to sit down before the season arrives (and the intense energy it brings) to 
discuss with your parenting partner what your family beliefs are. I believe it’s important to 
revisit your beliefs at least once or twice a year because as human beings on a journey - the 
truth is some of our beliefs will likely change along with us. 

When we have a clear picture of what our core values are we can then go about creating 
and animating rituals, traditions and celebrations that are in alignment with those values 
and beliefs.

Use the following worksheet to help you identify your family’s core values and their 
connection to the Christmas season.

Write down as many values as you can think of associated with 
the Christmas Season and which you would like to model to 
your children.
(eg. faith, peace, love, kindness, generosity etc)

Where do you think these values come from? 
(from our own family heritage, the Biblical story of sacrifice etc) 

How are these values modelled during the Christmas season 
by others? (gift giving, charity work, prayer and worship)

incorporating your Family  
Values into your celebration
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“The original idea of any sacred festival is to make the 
human being look upward from his dependence on earthly 
things to those things that transcend the Earth.” 

– Rudolf Steiner

the importance oF celebrating  
FestiVals with young children

The Festivals help children mark the passage of time in the same way your daily and weekly 
rhythm carries them through their days. But celebrating festivals also connects us with our 
larger community as well as connects us with a higher faith whether that faith is rooted in 
virtues or values, archetypal figures or beliefs. 

Festivals also allow us to celebrate together in our common humanity.

For children the celebrations involve meaningful and joyful work and preparations. The 
festivals should be celebrated as simply and as reverently as possible which is why it’s so 
important that adults and carers do the “inner work” needed beforehand to authentically 
connect to the essence of the festival and what it means to them. 

Freya Jaffke, author of ‘Celebrating the Festivals with Children’ says, 

“Doing-Doing-Doing.  Never reasoning why something is done in 
a certain way, although sometimes children have their own philosophy 
about certain things.  Our task as kindergarten teachers [and parents] 
is to try to transform everything we do, to transform our knowledge into 
activities: to make visible that about which we have been thinking.”

Children learn by doing and imitating. Being joyfully involved in crafts, stories, decorations 
and food preparation is all the child needs to feel he is at the center of the festival. Save 
esoteric language and explanations for a time when the child is much older.  
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the christmas spirit: 
a deeper look  
at this holiday

“Your outer life mirrors your inner belief system.” 

– Dr Shefali Tsabary

There are so many festivals to celebrate during the Christmas season and each family will 
choose to embrace some and leave others depending on their values, culture and beliefs. 
But we celebrate these festivals for the same reason- to connect our inner world with our 
outer world. I encourage you to start simply and with the festivals that most deeply resonate 
with you and your family. Do not feel you need to create a ritual and celebration for each 
and every one of the festivals- in fact I strongly discourage it!
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yule  
Yule is an ancient festival that traditionally occurred between December and January in the 
Germanic calendar. In the 4th century AD the growing Christian Church chose to celebrate 
the birth of Jesus Christ and consciously placed this newer celebration alongside the older 
tradition. What was once a celebration of the “Son of God” is now a celebration of the “Sun 
God”. Over time, as the Christians had so desired, the feasts merged into what is now known 
to most as Christmas time. Many aspects of the original feasts and celebrations remain at 
this time including the yulelog, the Christmas tree and greenery. 

st nicholas day
Nicholas, traditionally clothed in a Bishop’s robes, was a Greek bishop from Myra (a Roman 
city which is now Turkey). He was known best for his love and affection towards children and 
his generosity of spirit. His feast day on December 6 has come to be celebrated in many 
countries especially the Netherlands and parts of central and southern Europe. Children 
traditionally left their shoes at the foot of their bed for St Nicholas to fill with sweets, small 
gifts or a coin. During the Reformation in the 16th and 17th century the Protestants wished 
to make the gift giver not Nicholas but the Christ Child himself, and so Christkindl, known in 
English as Kris Kringle was born. It was at this time that the date of the gift giving changed 
from December 6 to the 24th.

christmas eve
Different families have different rituals and traditions on Christmas Eve. Some allow the 
opening of one small present, some wear special matching pajamas and some write notes 
to Santa Claus and put cookies and milk out for him (and carrots and oats out for his 
reindeer). This is also a nice time to finish telling your Advent Journey story. If you have 
been telling parts of it each advent Sunday, be sure to save the final part for Christmas Eve. 

Yuletide Festivals
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christmas day
Long before the spread of Christianity, cultures 
around the Mediterranean and across Europe 
observed feasts on or around December 
25th to mark the winter solstice. The Ancient 
Hebrews celebrated the Festival of Lights 
(Hanukkah). Germans celebrated a yule festival 
and the Celtic people celebrated the solstice 
telling stories of Balder, the Scandinavian sun 
god who was struck down by a mistletoe arrow. 
Around this time, ancient Roman peoples 
celebrated the festival of Saturnalia in which 
they honoured the God of seed and sowing. 

The first recorded celebration of December 25th in association with Christmas Day was during 
the time of the Roman Emperor Constantine. This festival celebrates the birth of Jesus. 

When our family refers to Jesus we often refer to him as the ‘Child of Light’ as opposed to 
the “Son of God” or the “Saviour”. The language we have chosen to use to describe Jesus’ 
birth reaffirms our family’s inclusionary spiritual philosophy. Words like Universal Energy, World 
Spirit or the Divine speak more to our values and beliefs than the word God. Of course, you 
may choose very different language based on your family’s culture and beliefs! According to 
Waldorf philosophy, the image of the birth at Christmas is significant to the incarnating child. 
Some teachers call the child the “Child of Light,” to indicate this heavenly connection.

As our children get older and ask more questions about this holiday tradition we try to 
honestly respond with our own inner truths instead of those prescribed by a specific tradition 
or religion (again your family culture may inform you otherwise). But this kind of heady 
discussion is best kept for children ages seven and up. Simply living into the holiday stories, 
preparations and celebrations (as authentically as you can) is enough for younger children.

This Divine Being, whatever you choose to call him, who the world was blessed with on 
Christmas Day represents the connection between the Earth and the Divine. His messages 
are of love, tolerance and humanity.

three kings day (also known as epiphany)
This holiday marks the biblical meeting between baby Jesus and the three Kings (also 
known as the Three Wise Men or Magi). In Matthew’s Gospel, the three Kings found the child 
they were searching for by following a star across the desert for twelve days to Bethlehem. 
Melchior representing Europe travelled by horse, Caspar from Arabia travelled by camel and 
finally Balthazar from Africa travelled on an elephant. They each brought the Divine baby a 
symbolic gift. Gold acknowledges Jesus as Royalty or the “King of the Jews,” frankincense 
represented the Divine within him and myrrh which was used to embalm corpses acted as a 
symbol of his mortality.
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a st. nicholas story

Hundreds of years ago, Nicholas lived in a seaside town named Myra. Ever since he was 
a small child, Nicholas loved God more than anything. He studied hard, prayed often, and 
did the same work as Jesus helping the poor and people in need.

The people of Myra loved Nicholas so much that when their old bishop died, they asked 
Nicholas to be the new bishop and to help them pray. 

Nicholas was loved for one reason. He loved. He loved God and all people so much that 
he would do anything for them.

There was a man living near St. Nicholas who was very poor and he had no wife, but he 
had three daughters who lived with him.

He didn’t have enough money to feed them, he didn’t have enough money to buy them 
clothes or new shoes and he didn’t have enough money to buy any toys for them. They 
spent their days eating bread crumbs and playing with little dolls they made out of sticks.

Nicholas heard about this terrible and sad situation, so late one night, Nicholas snuck to 
the man’s home and threw something through the window. It was a bag of gold—enough 
to pay for enough fruit and meat and flour for the whole family to eat with for a long time. 
The man was overjoyed, and his daughters were too. 

Nicholas returned another night and again threw a bag of gold through the window. Now 
they had enough money to buy cotton and leather and to sew their own clothes and make 
their own shoes. The father was so happy. But he wondered who was helping him and why.

Of course, Nicholas didn’t want the man to know. He knew that it’s best to help others without 
letting them know we’re helping them. If we help others in secret, we help because we truly want 
to and not because they will be proud of us. Helping comes from a caring heart.

Nicholas still wanted to help, but he didn’t want the father to see him. So one night, he 
tip-toed to the back of the house and filled the girls shoes with oranges, sweets and a 
small toy.  

If people were in need and he was able to help, St. Nicholas gave them hope and 
strength. St. Nicholas never asked for a gift for himself. He only thought about what he 
could give to those who needed him.

Christmas is a fun, exciting time, isn’t it? It’s fun because of all the time we get to spend 
with our families. It’s fun because we do a lot of celebrating. It’s fun because we get to 
think, sing, and pray about Jesus, who was born into the world to give us light and love.
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Christmas is also fun because we get to give. We can show our family and friends how 
much we love them by giving them special gifts that we make.

We give to them because we’re thankful. We’re thankful for friendship and love and for all 
the people who take care of us. We’re thankful to the earth for giving us life.

St. Nicholas was thankful too, and that’s why on St Nicholas day we try to be just like 
him. He never stopped giving joy and hope to others. And so everyday, but especially 
St. Nicholas Day, we try to help others that are in need too. 

ORIGINAL STORY BY WHOLE FAMILY RHYTHMS ©2017

This story is best told without props. You could set up a small table with a scene- St. Nicholas 
and his sack, some flowers, a little wreath, a candle but you don’t need to complicate things by 
acting anything out.
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Other rituals  
and traditiOns

the advent calendar
Some people use a paper advent calendar (or a chocolate one!) 
to mark off each day until Christmas. Many calendars start on 
December 1 and end on Christmas Day. We sometimes use a  
paper one and we open a window each day.

(also see below for the Advent Sunday Ritual)

the Jesse tree
The Jesse tree represents Jesus’ family tree. The ornaments on the Jesse tree tell of Jesus’ 
ancestors, and of the events leading to Jesus’ birth. Each day during advent a new ornament 
is hung on the tree and sometimes a corresponding passage is read from the Bible. 

walking the advent spiral
Some schools and families lay greenery or candles out in a large spiral shape which they 
can walk. This walk towards the center symbolises finding the light in the darkness. As you 
walk slowly to the centre of the spiral you carry your own candle until you reach the middle 
where you light another- spreading your own light through the darkest days of Winter.  

saint lucia day
On December 13th each year many people celebrate Santa Lucia Day. This festival celebrates 
the life of Saint Lucy and the return of light. Traditionally, the day begins before dawn, with 
the eldest daughter, dressed in white and wearing a red sash. She rises to make saffron 
buns and coffee to serve to her parents. The eldest will often wear a wreath with 9 candles 
on her head. Younger daughters dress in white, and sons wear pointy star hats. This day 
marks the beginning of the Christmas season.
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christmas season  
Vision board

Another way to get really clear about how you would like to celebrate your chosen holiday is 
to use a Vision Board like the one below. Within the quarters you can include:

Values: the values you associate with this holiday and that you want to pass onto your 
children (eg. reverence, charity, hope, generosity)

Give Back: how you would like to donate your time, resources and talents to the greater 
good  (local and international community, friends and family) in honour of the holiday spirit 
(eg. donate to a food or coat drive, volunteer, write cards,) 

Traditions: rituals and traditions you would like to create or uphold associated with this 
holiday (eg. gift giving, st nicholas day, a dinner feast, storytelling, carolling)

Creative Celebration: Ideas for creating and celebrating the holiday. (e.g. making candles, 
making saltdough ornaments, making gingerbread) 

V
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Give 
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Children learn through modelling- we can preach and lecture until we are blue in the face 
but unless we are embodying the very values we want to pass on to our children, they just 
won’t translate. Before the Christmas rush begins I encourage you to really examine what 
“virtues” come to mind in association with the Christmas Spirit. For me there are three in 
particular that I try to focus on: Charity, Gratitude and Reverence. By animating small acts 
of charity and gratitude in our own daily lives, we show to our children that it is in the small 
daily actions that we connect with each other in a meaningful and reverent way. 

And with these in mind I encourage you (the caregiver) to journal with the following worksheet:

 
How can I ( as much as I can) remain calm and present 
when preparing for the festivals this season?

How can I model Charity to my children this season? 
(eg. in our small daily actions collecting items for a food or coat drive, volunteer work etc)

modelling the christmas spirit
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How can I model Gratitude to my children this season? 
(eg. writing thank you cards, creating a gratitude tree or tradition, saying a blessing at every 
family meal together)

How can I model Reverence to my children this season?
(eg. Lighting a candle in silence, taking time for contemplative meditation, going on a 
nightwalk in the dark with a lantern) 
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Using an an advent wreath is a beautiful way to begin each of your advent Sunday rituals. 
The first advent Sunday is the Sunday 4 weeks before Christmas. So, for example, if the 
first Sunday four weeks before Christmas lands on December 2nd, the next would be the 
9th, then the 16th and then you might like to wait to do your final advent Sunday ritual on 
Christmas Eve.

Each of these Sundays leading up to Christmas one candle is lit while singing the Advent 
Song. Then each Sunday we light one more candle so that by the fourth Sunday all four 
candles are lit. We also say one of the four parts of the advent verse and we also tell a 
portion of the Advent Story each week at this time too. You might like to keep the candle(s) 
lit during the evening hours during the week. 

celebrating  
advent  
sundaYs 



Advent Verse
The first light of Advent is the light of stone–

Stones that live in crystals, seashells, and bones.

The second light of Advent is the light of the plants–

Plants that reach up to the sun and in the breezes dance.

The third light of Advent is the light of beasts–

All await the birth, from the greatest and the least.

The fourth light of Advent is the light of humankind–

The light of love, hope and thought  

To give and understand. 

~ Rudolf Steiner

Advent Song
Advent, advent a candle burns.

First one, then two, then three, then four.

Then arrives the Light of the Child at the door. 

Note: You can sing this to any little repetitive 
tune that comes to you.
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The following Nativity story is one we have shared with our children each year which 
emphasizes the values and moral lessons of the story (bravery, hope, rebirth, perseverance 
and faith) while downplaying ideas and concepts about God or the son of God. Sometimes 
we acted out sections with our standing dolls and other times we just read it by candlelight 
after Sunday’s dinner.

to be read the First advent sunday 
A long time ago, there lived a loving soul named Mary. She lived with her husband in 
Nazareth and they spent their days caring for the animals on their land, cooking, mending 
clothes and singing songs of love and joy. Mary and Joseph were expecting a baby- the 
most beautiful baby who would come to this world bringing the gifts of Light, Peace and 
Joy. The King of the lands called all the people to gather in the cities together and so 
Joseph and Mary found that they must travel 3 nights to arrive at Bethlehem. Mary grew 
tired quickly with the growing baby in her belly so Joseph led their beloved Donkey and 
Mary rode gratefully.

On the first day of their journey they set out towards Bethelehem. The Donkey carried 
Mary, a flask of water and some bread for their dinner. Joseph led heading directly South 
and when darkness came (because they were in a hurry) they decided to keep going just a 
little further, following the light of the shining stars. But the night was darker than expected 
and it was difficult to see. Joseph struggled to find his way at all and the Donkey tripped 
here and there in the growing darkness. Mary wished for some light and it seemed the 
moment she did, the path in front of them seemed to glow. “The rocks and crystals along 
the path seem to be shining and leading the way!” exclaimed Joseph. Mary looked down 
and found that the crystals and rocks really were gleaming and shining and leading the 
way along the path. Soon they found their way to a camping space and as they lay down 
next to the fire they had built, Mary sighed, “I am so grateful that the minerals and stars 
led the way for us this evening.” And Joseph agreed.

© Meagan Wilson 2017.

MarY and JOseph’s JOurneY
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to be read the second advent sunday 
The next day they set out much earlier than their first day. As the sun 
rose over the hills ahead and began to shine, Mary, Joseph and 
their donkey grew hot and hungry. The only food they had brought 
on their journey was a little bread from their home and a small 
sack of corn for the Donkey. They kept marching forward when 
they came to a ring of trees and a garden within. As they 
approached they saw that these weren’t just any trees, but 
fruit trees bearing juicy apples, pears, cherries and plums. 
“Oh, Joseph!” sighed Mary, “Gather me some cherries, 
please!” and Joseph gathered as much fruit as he could 
for her while they also set some aside for the rest of the 
journey. Even the Donkey enjoyed munching on some crisp, juicy 
apples from the ground. After they had eaten their fill, they walked to a 
nearby stream and drank from the cool water and then settled down to camp 
for the night. As they looked up at the stars that evening, Joseph said to Mary, 
“What a blessing it was to come across this magical and abundant place!” Mary nodded 
her head and said, “We have so much to be grateful for today.”

to be read the third advent sunday
The following morning Joseph, Mary and their Donkey set out towards Bethelehem once 
again. They were making great progress going up and down steep hills without complaint 
and they were grateful to have some fruit with them to sustain them for their day’s journey. 
About halfway through the day the weather turned cold and clouds gathered from every 
direction. Although the storm seemed to be coming closer and closer no rain came at 
all, only darkness. It was at this time that Joseph felt he began to lose his way. He led the 
Donkey, carrying Mary, first this way and then that way until he was utterly confused and 
lost. Just when he was about to give up hope a white dove appeared in the sky in front of 
them. It seemed to be calling “Follow me! Follow me!” So Joseph took the Donkey’s lead 
and followed the Dove who flew and then perched on the nearby trees waiting for them 
to catch up and then would take off again as they drew closer. After an hour the Dove 
seemed to have led Mary and Joseph right out of the storm and they could see they were 
on the right path towards Bethlehem. They began to look for a place to stay that night as 
the air grew cold and bit at their cheeks. They found a camp and as they settled in Joseph 
said, “Mary, I think we will be cold tonight and I cannot light a fire because the wind is so 
strong. Here, take my blanket.” Mary reluctantly agreed to take his blanket although she 
worried about Joseph and they both tried to fall asleep. But the wind was too fierce and 
the cold so biting they could not sleep. Just as the moon was rising in the sky they heard 
a clip clop clip clop in the distance and looked up to see a herd of wild horses coming 
gently near. The horses surrounded Mary and Joseph and lay down in a tight ring around 
them, keeping them warm. They felt so comfy and cosy they fell fast asleep and in the 
morning when they awoke the horses were gone. Nothing but hoofprints in the sand were 
left. Mary and Joseph whispered a prayer of thanks to the horses and the dove who had 
been so kind and helpful the day before. 
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to be read on the Fourth advent sunday 
The following evening Mary and Joseph finally arrived in the town of Bethlehem. Joseph 
went from door to door asking if there was somewhere to stay. Mary was certain her child 
would come that evening, but every house was full because so many people had travelled 
to the town. Finally, someone suggested they try the local inn. They walked down the 
quiet street and Mary waited outside while Joseph went to speak with the Innkeeper. The 
Innkeeper did not have a single room to offer but kindly told them the stable was warm 
and clean and that they could sleep there if need be. They lay down on the hay and fell 
asleep and in the early hours of the morning Mary drew upon all of her strength and 
courage and gave birth to her baby. She said to Joseph, “He shall be named Jesus. And 
he shall bring eternal light to the world.” 

In a field close by, there were some shepherds tending to their sheep. An angel suddenly 
appeared and surprised the shepherds, “Do not be scared”, said the angel. “I’ve come to 
tell you some happy news: A Child of Light has been born in Bethlehem tonight and you 
must go and see him.” The sky was filled with angels singing about Peace and Love. The 
shepherds followed the star in the sky until they they came to the stable where Jesus was 
born. There, they found Mary, Joseph and the baby as the angel had said. The shepherds 
gifted the baby one of their small lambs. Later that evening the family had a visit from 
three Wise Men who had travelled from far away following the bright Star of Bethelehem. 
When they arrived at the stable they came bearing gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh. 
Before they left, the Wise Men offered their blessings and love to Jesus and said goodbye. 
Mary and Joseph gazed lovingly at each other and felt immense gratitude in their hearts 
for the loving kindness of the humans who had let them into the stable and who had 
brought gifts from afar. 



Here is kind Joseph 

And here is sweet Mary  

She rode and he walked on their 
Bethlehem journey  

Here is the Inn 

Joseph knocked on the door 

But each bed was full:  
There was no room for more 

They were both tired

 It was late in the day.

 So they went to the stable 

To sleep on the hay 

And there in the stable 

That first Christmas morn

laid Jesus, tiny baby, The Light 
Child was born 

(hold up two pointy fingers)  

 

(put hands in a roof shape) 

(knocking motion) 

(wiggle finger ‘no’)  

(yawn and stretch)

(lay hands on side of head) 

(rock a baby motion) 

A Nativity Fingerplay
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A Simpler Perspective on Gift Giving 
Many of the holidays above include the tradition of gift giving. The truth is that this small 
gesture of selflessness and generosity has grown to be increasingly excessive in our modern 
material focused world. The more we can let the real spirit of Christmas: generosity, charity 
and compassion dictate your gift giving choices the freer we feel to give simple, meaningful 
gifts from the heart as opposed to trying to outdo and out-buy ourselves and others. It 
cannot be emphasized enough that the most meaningful gifts truly are the ones we spend 
time making and creating with our own hands. This doesn’t mean that we need to spend 
hours making individual presents for each person, but it means that perhaps we simplify our 
Christmas Gift list by offering what we already have and can make instead of heading out of 
the house to source presents.

giFt
giving
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In our home we try to keep gifts simple, small, meaningful and purposeful while honouring 
the wishes of the recipients as much as we can (And I am first to admit that this is a tricky 
balance to strike!). 

One way to help you stay clear (and on budget) with gift giving is to create a ‘Gift List” well 
in advance for all gift recipients with your gift ideas. Use the worksheet below to help you 
with your planning:

a list of simple, meaningful, handmade gifts  
for children, Family and teachers

 f Homemade Peppermint Lipbalm

 f Simple Sewn Ornaments

 f Epsom Salts in a Jar

 f Rolled Beeswax Candles/Dipped Beeswax Candles

 f Fingerknit Coasters

 f Bird Feeders

 f Bliss Balls, Gingerbread Cookies, 

 f Saltdough

 f Small Painted Peg Dolls

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

 f  

https://www.wholefamilyrhythms.com/2016/05/fingerknittingacoaster/


Gift Giving Verse
 
Another way to minimize superfluous gift giving and to 
maximize meaningful gifts is to follow a little gift giving 
verse within your family. Our holiday gift giving verse is 
slightly different from the original one you’ll find floating 
around the internet: 

Something they want

Something they need

Something to give

Something to read 

The third line often reads, “Something to wear” but I find 
between the blessing of hand-me-downs and the love of 
grandparents, my children’s closets are already too full. 
Our alternative third line emphasizes the true spirit of 
Christmas (and many other charitable holidays)- giving 
to others. During the lead up to a charitable holiday 
children can go through a wide assortment of charitable 
magazines from WWF to Greenpeace to Oxfam to local 
charities or other meaningful causes. They can then 
choose a charity that resonates with them and then 
make a donation together. If your children are too young 
to be making such decisions this aspect of the present 
can simply become a family tradition that the parents 
take leadership over. Perhaps you donate to a charity as 
a family and read a story such as “The Star Money” to 
emphasize the beauty and goodness of a generous heart. 
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There was once a little girl whose father and mother were gone, and she was so poor that 
she no longer had any little room to live in, or bed to sleep in, and at last she had nothing 
else but the clothes she was wearing and a little bit of bread in her hand which a kind 
soul had given her. She was, however, good and pious. And as she was thus forsaken by 
all the world, she went forth into the open country, trusting in the good of God. Then a 
poor man met her, who said, “Ah, give me something to eat, I am so hungry!” She offered 
him the whole of her only piece of bread, and said, “May God bless it to thy use,” and 
went onwards. Then came a child who moaned and said, “My head is so cold, give me 
something to cover it with.” So she took off her hood and gave it to him; and when she 
had walked a little farther, she met another child who had no jacket and was frozen with 
cold. Then she gave it her own; and a little farther on one person begged for a frock, and 
she gave away that also. At length she entered into a forest and it had already become 
dark, and there came yet another child, who asked for a little shirt, and the good little 
girl thought to herself, “It is a dark night and no one can see me, I can give my little shirt 
away,” and took it off, and gave away that also. And then she stood there, and had not 
one single thing left, when suddenly some stars from heaven fell down. But these were not 
like regular stars- they were hard smooth pieces of money, and although she had just given 
her little shirt away, a new star floated down which was made of the very finest linen. She 
put the dress on. And then she gathered together the money from the ground and was rich 
all the days of her life.

You can tell the story aloud or act is out with dolls or puppets. If you choose to reenact 
it you will need: a simple girl doll with a hood and a few other fabric garments wrapped 
around her; a man and three children, small gold or silver coins and some props to 
represent a path and forest.

the star money
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weekly christmas craFts

These wee gnomes still bring me such joy, and I hope they bring you and yours that same 
joy.  I have used both seedpods that I have gathered from nature and ones that I have 
bought from sustainable sources to make these, both work perfectly. Pinecones, walnuts and 
even large acorns would work well too. 

*Note –  If you are using a seedpod you’ve foraged yourself, then make sure to give it a 
good shake or tap to ensure nothing is using it as a home. Then place it in a low oven for 10 
minutes to dry it out. 

**Note –  when making the hat I’ve used a variety of fabric including felt, thicker handmade 
felt, upcycled wool blankets and clothing, linen and vintage fabric. The only requirement is 
that you need it to be somewhat sturdy to take the weight of the bell and still hold its form.

***Note - I’ve used embroidery thread that has been split to have three strands rather than 
six. You will need to base your thread thickness on what fabric you are working with.

hanging  
gnOMe

Gather your supplies: 

 f  A medium size seedpod*  
– I’ve used a gumnut as they are 
prolific where I live

 f  3/4” (20mm) wood round bead with  
a 3/16” hole - you can find it here

 f Jute or string 

 f Felt**

 f  Large doll making needle (not pictured)

 f Small pliers (not pictured)

 f  Cotton thread***  
– matching or contrasting, and needle

 f Small bell

 f Glue gun 

 f Template – print before you begin

 f Chalk or pencil (not pictured)

by Stacey Parish

https://caseyswood.com/shoppingcart/zen-cart/index.php%3Fmain_page%3Dproduct_info%26cPath%3D162_37%26products_id%3D303%23.Wg1i5WSdWCd
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hat Template
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Let’s create:

1.  Lay your template on top of your chosen fabric

2.  Trace around your template, ensuring that you can see all lines clearly

3.  Cut your hat out and set aside

4.  Turn on or plug in your hot glue gun. While it’s heating up take your bead and hat and 
line up how you think it will sit, having a look to see which side will be the ‘face’ of the 
gnome and how it meets at the front. * Note - The holes of the bead need to be directly 
on the top and the bottom for this craft to work

5.  Glue around the top of the bead then, working quickly, place the hat on top of the glue 
to secure it in place ensuring that the hat is centred

6.  Thread the large doll making needle with your jute or string 

7.  Take your head and hat, and guide the large needle from the bottom hole, through the 
felt. I use the inside edge of the bead as a guide. Sew through the felt, as you get to the 
jute or string you may find you need to use a small pair of pliers to help it come through. 
Once through, use the other inside edge of the bead hole to thread back the other way, 
making a loop, again using pliers as needed

8.  Set the length of your loop, then secure at the ends with a knot. You may need to 
wriggle the knot along to sit at the base of the bead, creating the loop to your desired 
length. Then pull the loop back slightly to do a double knot at the bottom. Return the 
loop until the knot catches the bottom of the bead. Leaving 2 cm of the jute or string 
below the knot, cut off any excess.

9.  Find your seedpod that will become your gnomes body. I like to trial different bodies as 
each shape and size will imbue a different feel to your gnome.

1-2

5a

3

5b4
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6

7c

8b

8e

7a

8c

9a

7b 8a

8d

9b

5c
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10.  When you’ve chosen, take your glue gun and glue the base of the jute/string knot and 
the length below. Then working quickly guide the jute/string with the glue into the 
opening of the seedpod and hold together while it sets. If you have any excess glue 
around the outside you can use a needle to remove it. 

11.  Time to sew your gnomes hat! Choose your thread, either a contrasting or 
complimentary colour, and thread your needle ready to blanket stitch the hat closed

12.  Holding your gnome so you are looking at the back, pinch the hat and create a knot on 
the inside of the hat at the nape at the neck

13.  Pass your needle back through both sides of the felt, before you pull the needle through, 
wrap your thread around the needle to create a blanket stitch, pull and the hat will 
close in that spot

10a

12

10b 10c

13a 13b

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DN9D1KL8Zza8
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14a 14b 14c

15a

16a

15b

16b 16c

15c

14.  Holding the two edges closed, continue blanket stitching along until you reach just 
before the tip

15.  At the very tip blanket stitch as close as you can to the tip before then adding your bell. 
Holding the bell in place so it hangs down behind the gnome, secure it by stitching 
through the felt and the hole of the bell. 

16.  To finish, pass your needle down along the inside of the hat, coming out near another 
stitch then create a knot as before, then pass the needle further down the inside of the 
hat again. Snip the thread carefully! 
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Variations

You can make so many unique characters by simply altering the colour and material used for 
the hat, and using different sizes or types of seedpod bodies.

One further variation I have made is to fold the gnome’s hat down on itself and blanket 
stitch both sides instead of travelling along the length of the hat. This gives quite a different 
sense of character to the gnome I feel. 

We prefer to leave the faces plain as it leaves room for the young child’s imagination, 
however if you would like to add a face I’d suggest two eyes that look as if they are sleeping. 
Draw a line that matches your eye if you use your finger to trace from one corner of your 
eye to the other, following your bottom eye bone. Essentially a half moon.

17

17.  Celebrate bringing your gnome to life, or make more to join him! 
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adVent craFting

Along with the decorated beeswax candles, this is a craft that came to us through our child’s 
kindergarten. It’s a tradition at their school to make a wreath alongside their peers and with 
their teacher’s guidance, the child then decorates one of the advent candles. Not long later 
at our Advent Festival the children and their families are asked to decorate the remaining 
three candles, taking it home ready for the first day of advent. Using this as inspiration we 
have made our own clay advent wreath for our table. 

The beauty of this project I feel is in the organic materials and being able to use your 
natural surrounds to make a wreath that is unique to you, your family and the environment 
where you reside. Advent is a very special time as we anticipate what is to come, shine a 
light on our blessings and take stock of our own inwardness of soul. Being in the Southern 
Hemisphere, I find we need to create those moments of inward reflection almost even more 
so than our Northern Hemisphere friends, as the Summer Solstice dances by and we are 
called to receive, and be part of the light.  It’s easy to get swept away in the socialness of 
the season, and not to connect or reflect by ourselves or together. An advent wreath is a 
lovely way to carve out a moment that grounds us each evening, wherever you live. 

advent  
Wreath 
by Stacey Parish
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Gather your supplies: 

 f  Air dry clay – at least a 1kg 

 f  Clay modelling tools or items you have  
in your kitchen – cutting wire, knife, 
skewer etc 

 f  Natural elements – shells, rocks, crystals, 
leaves, feathers, flowers, seedpods, wood

Let’s create:

1.  If required cut a (roughly) 1kg amount off your block of air dry clay. Don’t fret if you feel 
you have too much or too little, clay work is very forgiving. Remember to seal any leftover 
clay so it doesn’t dry out

2.  Place your clay on your board and working steadily start to create a long log. As you 
work it will start to lengthen, gently take the ends and form it into a circle to see what 
shape and size it will be. Continue working until you are happy with your size.  
It’s important to say, it doesn’t have to be perfect! You are creating this with the warmth 
of your body, the pressure of your hands and your imagination 

3.  At this point you want to work the clay where the two ends have met, ensuring that 
there is no longer a break and that the area is strong. You can always add small logs 
of clay (rolled in your palms) to the join spot and using your fingers and a bit of water 
blend the new clay to the existing clay

4.  As you work on your clay you may need to add water to ensure it doesn’t dry out before 
you’re finished. If needed you can use a sponge or your fingers to smear water to the 
surface. Only add a little at a time, otherwise it can end up very slippery and hard to work

 f  Board - to work upon and allow the clay 
to dry in peace

 f  Bowl of water 

 f  Rag to wipe hands on 

 f  A bowl to measure your wreath by

1

3

2

4
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5.  Now that you have a starting circle, take the bowl you choose as your measuring guide 
and place it in the centre of your wreath. If you are happy with the size, you can press 
down a little providing a form to your wreath, or you can use the bowl to lay your clay 
log around and then seal the ends together 

6.  Working around the wreath try and even out the width of the sides with your fingers, 
before then levelling out the top of the wreath and patching any dents or holes along 
the top or the base of the wreath 

7.  As you work, every now and then, carefully lift your wreath from its base to be certain 
that it hasn’t bonded with the board 

8.  Now you have your wreath shape, you need to create the candle indents. Using your 
decorated beeswax candle, or another candle, consider where you want them to be 
placed. For this wreath, we placed a candle at N, S, E & W, however you could choose to 
have them all along one side, two on opposite sides or some other combination. Take 
the candle and carefully line up the spot, then gently press into the clay. Do a little at a 
time, gradually going deeper to your desired depth. Beware that the clay will dry and 
shrink slightly, so try and make your holes slightly larger than the candle – if need be you 
can shave a little of the candle off to fit it in.

9.  After you have made the four indents you may need to reshape the outside of the 
wreath where you added the candles. Lightly work the clay, adding tiny amounts of clay 
and water if you need to reshape these areas 

10.  Once you are happy with the overall shape and size of your wreath it’s time to decorate! 

5

7

9

6

8

10
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Decorating your Advent wreath: 
There really is no right or wrong way to decorate your wreath, have fun and experiment. 
You can always “wipe” away anything you wish too with a bit of water, or add more clay to a 
spot to try something else. 

Some suggestions for decorating include: 

 f  Making imprints from shells, rocks, snail shells, wood, leaves, flowers or feathers

 f  Adding crystals and seedpods to create layers and textures 

 f  Using tools from nature or your kitchen to create your own patterns such as dots, lines 
and spirals 

 f  Poking holes to home flowers and greenery – these can be removed and replaced 
throughout the course of Advent

 f  Pressing your family member’s finger prints 

You could also choose to decorate by mixing up the four kingdoms around the entire wreath 
as shown here, or you could choose to make each section between the four candles a home 
for that Kingdom. 

Lastly, if you have left over clay you could make smaller wreaths or rounds to hang on your 
tree with a piece of wool or twine. A lovely craft for children to do alongside you, or after 
you’ve made the wreath together. 

Advent Wreath Variation: 

Sometimes against all endeavors we just can’t 
do everything we wish to. A simple way to 
create an advent wreath is to create, borrow, 
buy four candle holders from your local op shop. 
We created our candle holders from a fallen 
tree branch. Gather some greenery of varying 
types and start winding it around itself create 
a wreath shape. You can build up the strength 
of the wreath by adding more overlapping 
sections, which also provides texture. Laying 
it down on a table place your candle holders 
within the wreath and then decorate the 
greenery with flowers, nuts and seedpods.
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This is a sweet, simple craft that family members of all ages can participate in. We first 
experienced this craft at my eldest’s Steiner Kindergarten and it is a tradition we’ve 
continued since she left. As we have four family members, each of us are able to have a 
candle to decorate for advent, but you can always share or do extras for around your house. 
We use our candles in our advent wreath but you could choose to place yours in candle 
holders instead. There is really something special about beeswax candles, their smell and 
their warmth is so nourishing, perfect for everyday but especially at Christmas time. 

Modelling beeswax is a wonderful, natural material ideal for young hands to create with. A 
delightful sensory experience; it absorbs warmth from the body, smells heavenly, is pliable 
but keeps its shape once it cools and can be reworked time and time again. It’s very much 
a will and muscle development activity for the young child as it takes considerable effort to 
work the beeswax.  

beesWax candle 
decOrating

Gather your supplies: 

 f  Beeswax candles – what size is 
dependent on how you will use them 

 f  Modelling beeswax in an assortment 
of colours

 f  Glitter, gold or silver stars 

 f  Needle or other making implement

 f  Cutting tool

by Stacey Parish
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Let’s create:

1.  If you are doing so, divide the candles and modelling beeswax between your family 
members. Be aware that a little amount of the modelling beeswax goes a long way 

2.  Start by warming the modelling beeswax in your hands, if you’re in a colder climate this 
can take some time. 

3.  Decorate your candles with the modelling beeswax as you wish, then embellish further 
with the glitter or stars

Some suggestions for decorating include: 

 f  Dots in a variety of colours 

 f  Lines – vertical, horizontal or as a spiral around the length of the candle

 f  Stars using simple lines 

 f  Cutting out shapes – stars, trees, doves, angels, snowflakes - if you cut carefully you can 
use both the solid shape and the relief of the shape

 f  Creating a scene – nativity, flora or fauna 

This activity is not about perfection but rather 
connection and the joy of slow crafting. Though 
I do believe that less is more, I find that the 
young child often feels more is best! I aim to 
allow my children freedom of expression during 
this craft, only stepping in to redirect if I see 
their creativity has waned and they are now 
simply going through the motions. I feel as a 
parent that you can tell when they are engaged 
in purposeful, creative work, and it’s important 
to allow them the space to work without 
unnecessary interruption. Though a small 
craft, it provides big rewards; from the making, 
through to a child seeing their creation take 
pride of place in your home.

1 2 3
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hanging  
Wreath

This wreath is cute and inviting, and the best bit is you can customise it as you please!  The 
solid hoop frame ensures its robustness and perfect circle, while the wool outer invokes the 
soft warmth of the season. Created with minimal fuss, it comes together relatively quickly 
and can be customised with your local flora. 

*For this project, I used a whole ball of wool that I had previously dyed with avocado 
seed dye. I used a 16ply, that was 40 metres in length which was perfect for me to get 
three lengths for my wreath.

** The best place to source an embroidery hoop is your local op/thrift shop! You can find 
them in the craft section, usually overflowing from a basket, for only a few dollars. For this 
one I used a 10-inch diameter hoop. 

Gather your supplies: 

 f Wool*

 f Embroidery hoop**

 f Complimentary thread and needle 

 f Scissors

by Stacey Parish
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Let’s craft:

To make this wreath we will be four-finger finger knitting three lengths and then attaching it 
to your hoop frame. 

1.  To start, take your wool and place the tail between your thumb and index finger 

2.  You can use your thumb to hold the wool in place if you need to while starting off 

3.  Pick up the wool that goes to the ball, and weave it behind your index finger, in front of 
your middle finger, behind your ring finger and the around your pinky finger 

4.  Weave your way back, in front of your ring finger, behind your middle, in front of your index 

5.  The repeat steps 3 and 4 so you end up with two strands on each finger

6.  Starting with your index finger, take the lower loop and pass it over the top of the higher 
loop and off your finger, continue to do the same with the middle, then the ring and 
lastly the pink

1-2

5

6c

3

4

6b
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7.  Repeat steps 3 and 4 so you have two loops on your fingers again, then repeat step 6

8.  As you work, the tail end end can drop behind your hand, and you can pull gently on the 
wool leading to the ball to tighten your end loops 

9.  As you work let the tail go behind your hand and pull on it to tighten the end and to 
shape the piece as you continue to knit 

10.  As the knitting lengthens, measure it against the circumference of your hoop to find the 
required length. 

11.  When you’re knitting is the correct length, you will need to cast off. You do this when you 
have one strand on each finger

12.  Starting at your pinky, take the loop and lift it on to your ring finger. You will now have 
two loops on your ring finger 

8

9c

11

9a

9b

10
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12

7b
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13.  Take the lower loop and lift it over the higher loop and off your finger 

14.  Take the remaining loop from your ring finger and place it on your middle finger. Take 
the lower loop and lift it over the higher loop and off your middle finger 

15.  Place the remaining loop from your middle finger, on to your index finger. Lift the lower 
loop over the higher loop. You will be left with one loop on your index finger, with the 
strand leading to the ball. 

16.  Slip the loop off and snip the wool strand leading to the ball around 15cms along, then 
pull it through loop.  The loop will now tighten and disappear into a knot

13b

14c

15b

16b

14a

14b

15a

16a

14d

15c

16c

13a
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17.  Set aside and make two more of equal length. Once you have all three it’s time to sew 
them to your hoop (There is a chance depending on your wool size that you will only 
need two lengths to cover your hoop. Check this by holding your knitting in front and 
another behind to see if it is covering it sufficiently) 

18.  To cover; take one of your finger knitted lengths, place it on the front of your hoop and 
secure it to the hoop by wrapping the tail around the tightening screw on the hoop. Take 
another and fasten to the back in the same manner

19.  Thread your needle and, holding the knitting together in one hand around the hoop, 
start to stitch along the join of the knitting to enclose the hoop

17

19a

19d
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19e

16d
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20.  Continue around the hoop.  As you sew, you may need to add a temporary tie to hold 
the knitting in place

21.  When you have two of the knitted lengths sewed together around the whole hoop, you 
can then secure the third length in place (as above) and sew one side, then the other, 
to continue enclosing the wreath. The wool is fairly forgiving so as you work you might 
need to pull it slightly to reach or you may have an excess amount if you’ve measured 
incorrectly. You can always trim the end of a length if required but make sure that you tie 
it off and secure it inside the wreath to prevent it from unravelling

22.  Once you have returned to the start stitch the opening closed, do a safety stitch and cut 
the thread

20

21c
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23.  Unravel the ties from around the hoop screw and tie a knot between two, then another 
two and the last two, ensuring all ends have been tied together

24.  Take a darning needle or a crochet hook and individually feed four of the ends through 
the knitting along the hoop, and then trim

25.  The final two ends can either have a knot placed near the ends to create a hanging loop, 
or you can secure as in step 23 and add another piece of string as the hanging loop

26.  Time to decorate! 

You can make these fingers knitted lengths longer as another type of garland to hang 
around your home or on your tree.

Some suggestions for decorations include: 

 f Sewing on crocheted or felt leaves or flowers, snowflakes or hearts

 f Adding natural dried elements such as seedpods or feathers

 f Adding (and replacing throughout its use) fresh flowers or greenery 

23b

26
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Jingle bell  
garland 

Nothing is more Christmassy than bells jingling! This charming, straightforward craft takes 
little effort, and provides a striking result. A great family-friendly craft, younger children 
can help to thread the bells on, while older children can finger knit the garland, and they 
can easily come and go from this task or take it with them on journeys. Use your garland 
to decorate your Christmas Tree, string along the end of your bed or along your windows, 
leaving just enough for a little hand to gently jingle. 

*You can use any ply you wish for this project; the only consideration is to make sure that 
your bells can easily be threaded onto the wool and slide along. I have used a variety of ply’s 
before and they all work well. For the garland pictured here I used a locally hand spun wool 
which provided a more rustic, organic result.

** The amount and type of bells you use is wholly up to you. For the one pictured I used 18 
bells, placed approximately every 15-20 finger knitted stitches, using half of my ball of wool. 
I only counted this afterwards, at the time I was just eyeing it off to make sure it was roughly 
the same distance, you can be as accurate or wild as you wish! 

You can also use whatever colour takes your fancy, cream and gold, red and silver, green and 
gold, chocolate brown and rose gold. Choosing is part of the fun!

Gather your supplies: 

 f  One ball of wool *

 f  Bells **

 f  Darning needle

by Stacey Parish
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Let’s create:

1.  Thread your wool through the darning needle

2.  Unravel your wool a few meters 

3.  Start threading the bells on to your wool, sliding them down as far as you can go. 
Depending on your wool it can be difficult at first for young hands to get those first bells 
on, but it will become easier

4.  After you have all your bells on the wool, it’s time to create a loop in which we’ll finger knit

1a

3a

3d

1b

3b

3e

3c
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5.  Taking the end of your wool without the bells, make an upside down horse shoe

6.  Pick up the tail end of the wool and cross it over the other strand, creating a loop

7.  Without undoing the loop or crossover, pick up the loop

8.  Place the loop over the wool strand that continues to the ball

9.  Holding the tail end, pull the wool strand through the loop, while holding the tail end

10.  This will create a slip knot with re-sizeable loop, and is all that is required to start 
finger knitting

5

8
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11.  Hold the loop with the tail in one hand (I use my left hand), place the loop over the 
wool strand that is joined to the ball. Using the opposite hand use two fingers to pull 
that strand UP through the loop. Your loop will get bigger while the wool moves along 
and makes a stitch. Pull the ball end strand back a little to make your loop smaller 
again.*** You will need to do this every two or three stitches otherwise it will become 
unmanageable. As you work along the wool you will be holding the chain in one hand 
and knitting with the other. 

12.  Continue in this fashion making stitches along the length of the wool until you wish to 
add a bell

13.  To add a bell to your chain, simply slide your bell along until it is sitting flush against your 
last stitch, then proceed to finger knit as usual. You may find that you need to hold the 
bell in place so it sits straight as you do this

11a
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14.  Continue until you have used all the bells, or you have reached your desired length

15.  As you work along the chain you may find that you come close to the group of bells you 
threaded on originally, if that is the case just continue to unwind some of the ball and 
move the bells along as required

16.  To end your garland; for your final stitch cut your garland from the ball leaving a tail, 
then pull through the loop which will make a knot to secure the end. If you wish you can 
then make loops at either end for hanging from the tails

17.  Hang your jingle bell garland in a place that brings you joy and stand back and admire 
your work!

As a rough guide, this works on a 5:1 ratio. So, if you would like 1 metre of garland you will 
need 5 metres of wool, or if you want 1 yard you’ll need 5 yards to begin with. This is an 
approximate rule of thumb to give you a guide when buying wool. It will change depending 
on thickness (ply) and stretchiness. 

*** For children, we often tell a story about the loop being a little pond catching fish to live 
there, but if the pond gets too big it can’t catch the little fish. You could share this picture 
with your children, or make a story up that appeals to their imaginations.  

16d

16a 16c16b

17
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These wee standing gnomes were born when I was wanting to make something simple 
but striking for our Winter table. Perfect to be used at Christmas time in the Northern 
Hemisphere, they still have a place in our home here in the Southern Hemisphere as well. 
Make these as a table top decoration, a unique place card for Christmas dinner or as a small 
gift for young children, they will be well loved. 

*Note – To seal and protect the wood from moisture you can use raw linseed oil or a 
food safe, organic wood polish. We make our polish from a mixture of raw linseed oil and 
beeswax. Please note that raw linseed oil is food safe, but boiled linseed oil is not. Linseed 
oil can also be referred to as Flaxseed oil. Any natural nut oil should be safe such as tung 
or walnut oil but beware not to use vegetable, coconut or other cooking oils as they can go 
rancid. In terms of allergies, linseed oil is the least likely to cause any issues but of course we 
recommend you take caution. 

** Note - I’ve used embroidery thread that has been split to have three strands rather than 
six. You will need to base your thread thickness on what fabric you are working with.

Winter  
gnOMes

Gather your supplies: 

 f  Straight standing peg doll 2-3/8” Tall  
x 7/8” Diameter (6cm x 2.24cm )

 f Raw linseed oil*

 f Wool felt 

 f Cotton** thread and needle 

 f Scissors 

 f  Cloak template – print and cut out  
before you begin

 f Chalk or pencil
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Cloak Template
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Let’s create:

1.  Choose your fabric, lay your template on top and trace around making sure to have 
clean, visible lines

2.  Cut out the template

3.  Fold felt gnome cloak in half checking to see that it is even. If you need you can trim 
carefully with scissors

4.  If using embroidery thread, split the thread so you only have three strands. I like to use a 
complimentary thread but you can use a contrasting colour 

5.  Time to sew her cloak. Holding your gnome’s cloak so you are looking at the back, start 
at the base and create a knot on the inside of the cloak

1
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6.  Pass your needle back through both sides of the felt, before you pull the needle through, 
wrap your thread around the needle to create a blanket stitch, pull and the cloak will 
close in that spot

7.  Holding the two edges closed, continue blanket stitching along the edge and stitch as 
close as you can to the tip 

8.  To finish, pass your needle down along the inside of the hat, coming out near another 
stitch then create a knot as before, then pass the needle farther down the inside of the 
hat again. Snip the thread carefully! 

6c

6f

8a

6d

7a

8b

6e

7b

8c
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9.  You will now have a finished gnome cloak! Set aside the gnome cloak for later

10.  Time to prep your peg doll. Use linseed oil or a wood polish to seal and protect your 
gnome base. Rub in thoroughly then, wipe away excess and leave to dry for a minute 
or two

11.  Fit your cloak onto your gnome, rethread your needle if required

12.  Pinch your gnome’s cloak together at the base of the neck to ensure the felt is aligned

13.  Using your needle and thread, starting close to the edge of what would be the neck 
of the hood, insert your needle from the outside and do small stiches of running stitch 
along the collar line. Make sure that you leave at least 10cm or a few inches of thread at 
the start to create the gnomes bow. Don’t place any knots in your thread, so it can be 
pulled through.  
Running stitch is a very simple stitch where you pass the needle through the fabric, then 
moving forward slightly tilt the needle to come out the other side creating a stitch. 

9a

10b

13a

9b

11

13b

10a

12

13c
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14.  Continue around the whole of the hood collar before finishing back at the other felt 
edge with your final stitch ending with an up movement to ensure that your gnomes 
bow is on the outside of her cloak

15.  Carefully unthread your needle and set it aside 

16.  Take the two thread ends from either side of the cloak and do a simple reef knot to 
guarantee that the threads cannot come undone. You may need someone’s help with 
this step, and I have found that a seam ripper can be great to hold the threads in place 
while the knot is tightened

17.  Once you have a knot, carefully tie a bow. I find it easier to tie an oversized bow and 
then pull the threads to adjust the size. You can also use a needle to reshape the bow  
if desired

18.  Trim the excess bow threads to your desired length. 

19.  Celebrate bringing your gnome to life, or make more to join her! 

14 16b

1817a

19b

16a

17b

19c
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Variations

You can make so many unique characters by simply altering the colour and material used for 
the cloak. 

Embellish your gnome’s cloak with embroidery before attaching it to the peg doll such 
as snowflakes, crystals, flowers or spirals. You could even blanket stitch around the entire 
cloak framing the face. You could also add a bell by following step 15 of our hanging 
gnome tutorial. 

Our preference is to leave the faces plain as it leaves room for the young child’s imagination, 
however if you would like to add a face I’d suggest two eyes that look as if they are sleeping. 
Draw a line that matches your eye if you use your finger to trace from one corner of your 
eye to the other, following your bottom eye bone. Essentially a half moon. 
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star 
MOneY 
bauble

I have memories of the special baubles that we would place with such care and reverence 
on our tree each year, and now my children are creating their memories too. Each year 
when we unpack our decorations they delight in awe of the loveliness. Making your own 
decorations is a special thing to do, but I wanted to include something that could almost 
become a family heirloom. Something you create that your grandchildren could marvel over. 

*Core wool is also called stuffing. It’s a thicker, coarser wool roving that allows you to form your 
shape before adding colour, making projects more cost effective and giving you more control 

**For this project, you are only going to need a small amount of each colour, around 50 
grams. Balls usually come in weights of 50g, 100g and 200g, and cost a few dollars. 

*** There are many types of felting needles essentially you need a work horse (thick gauge), 
one that you can make the inner sphere with and a finer finishing needle (fine gauge) that 
you can add the embellishments on with. You can buy individual needs or multi tools, either 
work fine when constructing the core however only use a single finishing needle when 
creating the scene. 

I highly recommend sourcing and working with 100% natural fibres where possible as they 
provide a better result. You want your bauble to be solid but not rock hard. 

Gather your supplies: 

 f Core wool – undyed/white*

 f  Wool roving**: dark blue - sky, dark 
green - earth, light green – tree tops, 
black – earth, light brown – flesh tone, 
tree trunks, pink – flesh tone, yellow – 
hair & money, white - stars

 f  Felting needles - 40g finishing needle, 
38g work horse felting needle***

 f  Piece of foam 

 f  Large doll making needle 

 f  Thread of your choice
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Let’s craft:

First, we need to make the core of your felt. You can create your bauble to be as big or as 
little as you like.  The bauble I created has roughly a 7 cm/2.75-inch diameter. 

1.  Set your foam and needles in place 

2.  Take your wool roving and pull apart a piece that is approximately 20 grams in weight. I 
don’t usually weigh when I’m creating but I wanted to provide a rough guide

3.  Start by folding some of the sides of the roving back onto itself

4.  When you have a rough rectangle shape, tightly roll the end over itself creating a small 
package, place on top of your foam

5.  Fold the end over and the using your thick gauge needle, start by needle felting the 
end down

NOTE The felting needles are extremely sharp, do your best to avoid your fingers! It’s 
important when needle felting that you do straight up and down actions, so you don’t bend 
or break your needle. You don’t need to do overly deep stabs with the needle, the barbs on 
the ends are what do the work for you.

1

3b

4b

2
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4c
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5b

6b

7c

5c

7a

8

6a

7b
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6.  Once the end is secure, it’s time to start forming the ball. Work around the ball with your 
thick gauge needle. As you work you will see that the fibres are getting more dense and 
the shape is taking place 

7.  Take the ball in your hands and compress it. You can roll it a little as well to help form 
the sphere

8.  Keep working with the needle until you are satisfied with the overall shape and the 
fibres are tightly felted to one another

9.  Now it’s time to have your coloured roving on hand as we build the picture. You will only 
use your fine needle from here on out 

10.  To create the night sky, I’ve use a deep blue. Take your blue roving and holding it on one 
hand, use the other to tease it out, until you have separated a length approximately the 
length you need to cover the ball. The roving will have a natural ‘break’ point when you 
do this

11.  Line up where you are wanting the roving to sit on the bauble, around 2/3rds of the way 
down the bauble, creating a horizon
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12a

13b

14

12b

13c

15

13a

13d
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12.  Using your finishing needle, the fine gauge, start to jab the needle along the horizon line 
to secure the blue roving to the bauble. Continue working your way over the entire area 
covered in blue roving 

13.  To blend an earthy base; take some brown and dark green roving and laying one on 
top of the other, tease the roving apart. Then lay this new piece on top of the other and 
tease again. 

14.  Wrap around the bauble and secure in place as per step 13. Work until the base is 
completely covered

15.  You will now have a coloured bauble ready to add finer details

16.  Make a flesh colour for legs and arms; I used pink and brown and teased them to blend 
until I got a colour I was happy with 
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17

20

21c

18

21a

21d

19

21b

21e

17.  Twist two legs roughly the size of your Star Money child’s, it doesn’t need to be perfect 
at this stage

18.  If you are having trouble visualising the scene, you can lay out a crude picture on the bauble 
to get a feel for what it will look like and where to place things. Lift off to start again

19.  Using the fine needle create the left leg with a foot, facing left. The leg should be only 
slightly over the horizon line. Only a few small jabs should be required

20.  Create the right leg that sits slightly lower than the left

21.  Create the dress; take a little of your white roving and make a small rectangle. Lay it on 
top of the legs, and secure around the outside of the dress with small jabs

22. Create a small ball out of your flesh colour for the head, again secure in place

23.  With the yellow roving tease a small amount to become the hair. Attach with small jabs, 
trying to follow how hair would naturally grow. Even though it’s small, if you consider the 
eyeline and the hairline, following along to the ear and then the neck you will create a 
more realistic image
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22

2524

26 27b27a

23c

23a 23b

24.  Using your flesh colour create an arm in the same way you made the legs

25.  You will now have your Star Money child. Time to create the stars and money in the sky 

26.  Using tiny amount of the white for the stars, make tiny balls that you can jab in place 

27.  Do the same for the money, but using yellow. Make a trail from the heavens to the front 
of the child

28.  To give the feeling of a heavenly light, take a wisp of the white roving and create a small 
funnel by slightly twisting one end and then securing that end about your money trail 

28a 28b 29a
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31a30

31b 34a33

29b

29.  To create the trees; take some of the brown roving, make a rectangle then secure in 
place on the bauble a little way from the child. Secure it by working around the sides, 
then the middle. You can make this as detailed as you wish 

30.  Take your green and create a triangle shape by folding your roving as needed. Place on 
the tree truck 

31.  Secure by working the outside then the centre, you can have a lot of influence on the 
shape as you are securing it. I created four trees on this bauble. Two framing the child 
and two more at the back 

32.  Hanging your bauble; you’re almost done, now it’s time to create a loop to hang your 
bauble

33.  Thread your doll making needle with your chosen thread 

34.  Lining up your threaded needle with the centre at the base of the bauble, carefully sew 
through the bauble, pausing to line up the exit point at the top of the bauble, then 
complete the action 

35.  Pull the thread through, leaving a tail at the end of the bauble, then use your needle to 
sew back from the top through to the bottom, making sure you leave a loop at the top 

34b 34c 35a
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35b

37a

38b

35c

37b

36

38a

39

36.  Tie a knot that will sit flush again the bauble at the top

37.  Create a second knot at the base of the bauble and trim the excess thread off

38.  You can pick up a little of the fibre near the base knot with your needle and cover it over 
if you wish to hide the bottom knot

39.  Hang your beautiful creation on your tree! 

The possibilities with this craft are endless. Some suggestions include: 

 f  Creating a seasonal scene that has meaning for you for example the beach or a snow field

 f  Using traditional Christmas motifs – snowflakes, snowmen, Holly, Christmas Pudding 

 f  Needle felting your family members names 

 f  Creating patterns with lines, spirals and colours
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recommended craFt 
retailers

For Stockmar watercolour paints, paper and crayon; stockman modelling beeswax; 
wool felt, thread and crafting needs and candle making:

Nova Natural www.novanatural.com

Bella Luna Toys www.bellalunatoys.com

A Child’s Dream www.achildsdream.com

Winterwood Toys www.winterwoodtoys.com.au

http://www.novanatural.com%20
http://www.bellalunatoys.com
http://www.achildsdream.com
https://www.winterwoodtoys.com.au/
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The following recipes are traditional Christmas recipes that can be made with the help 
of little hands. Helping out with the cooking not only gives them confidence, teaches 
cooperation and practical skills but also provides a strong a sense of rhythm throughout the 
day. It’s very practical to get children into the habit of washing hands and then putting a 
small apron on before working in the kitchen and is also a nice transition that signifies that 
now is a time for “meaningful work”. 

weekly christmas  
recipes

Ingredients

 f  10 cups of bread  
cut into cubes  
(regular or gluten-free) 

 f 4 free-range eggs

 f 2½ cups whole milk

 f ¼ cup cream

 f  2 cups shredded cheese  
of choice

 f optional: 2 cups cubed ham

 f salt and pepper to taste

Let’s Begin

Toast the bread cubes in the oven at 350°F or 180°C 
for 20-25 minutes and then allow them to cool. Whisk 
the eggs, milk and cream together. Combine the cheese 
with the bread cubes (and ham if you choose) and 
place them in a large, greased casserole dish. Pour the 
wet mixture on top and bake for 1 hour at 350°F or 
180°C until cooked through and golden on top.

Children can help to mix the wet ingredients with the 
whisk and also to grate the cheese. 

strata

https://www.wholefamilyrhythms.com/2015/10/rhythm-meaningful-work/
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nOurishing hOt 
chOcOlate 

Ingredients

 f 2 cups whole organic milk

 f 2-3 tbsp raw cocoa powder

 f  2 tbsp coconut sugar or 
maple syrup

 f 1 tsp vanilla extract

 f  optional: 2 tbsp non-gelling 
grass fed gelatin for extra 
protein and gut healing

 f Optional: natural candycane 

Let’s Begin

Mix all ingredients together over medium low heat until 
combined and smooth

Serve with a candy cane stir stick as an extra treat 

Children can help pour all ingredients into the pot 
and older children can help stir over the pot with 
supervision. 
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Ingredients

 f 2 ¼ cups white spelt flour

 f 1 tsp baking powder

 f  1 tsp ground cloves, nutmeg and ½ 
tsp ginger 

 f ½ tsp baking soda

 f ½ tsp salt

 f ½ cup brown sugar

 f ½ cup butter (melted)

 f ½ cup molasses

 f 1egg

Royal Icing

 f Ingredients

 f  2 large egg whites or 5 tablespoons 
meringue powder

 f  2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice or 1 
teaspoon vanilla extract

 f 3 cups icing sugar 

Let’s Begin

Beat the egg whites with the lemon juice until 
frothy. Add the icing sugar and beat on low 
speed until smooth, and shiny. Turn to high and 
beat for 5 minutes until the icing is stiff. Use a 
ziplock bag to pipe onto cookies.

Mix all the dry ingredients together, then add 
the wet ingredients and stir until it becomes a 
piece of dough. Roll dough into a ball, flatten 
and then cover with plastic or beeswax wrap 
in the fridge until cool and hard. Bring it out of 
the fridge and roll and then use cookie cutters 
to cut the cookie out. Bake for 8 minutes at 
350°F or 180°C

Children can help prepare the dough, roll it out 
and cut out the cookies. If you wish you could 
also make a royal icing and decorate once the 
cookies are cool. 

gingerbread
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pOMegranate 
salad

Ingredients

 f 1/2 small red onion

 f  Large bunch of italian kale- stems 
removed and cut into thin pieces

 f 1/2 cup walnuts- cut into pieces

 f  Seeds from one pomegranate, pith 
and skin removed

 f 4 ounces feta cheese- crumbled

Dressing

 f 1 large lemon- juiced

 f 1 tsp dijon mustard

 f 2 tsp honey

 f 1 tbs olive oil 

 f Salt and pepper to taste 

Let’s Begin

Separate the kale leaves from the stems and 
chop into small bite-sized pieces

Mix the dressing together and pour ⅔ of it over 
the kale and massage it into the kale, leaving ½ 
to the end 

Place the kale in the serving bowl and at 
the last minute add the onion, walnuts, 
pomegranate and feta on top, add the rest of 
the dressing and lightly toss 

Children can help remove the seeds from the 
pomegranate and wash and spin the lettuce. 
Children also love mixing salad dressings 
together- you can put all ingredients in a jar 
and then shake.  
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The holiday rush is about to begin and although it often feels we are thinking only of others- 
what to buy, where we need to be, who we need to see- this can be such a hurried time that 
we can easily forget the true root of Peace - love and understanding. Perhaps for you this 
means understanding another person’s faith at this time of year, or going out of your comfort 
zone and volunteering in your local community where you wouldn’t normally be involved. Take 
some time this week, if you can, to contemplate and pray for all of humanity and embrace our 
Oneness in juxtaposition to our Diversity. 

Whatever you do this week do it in the name LOVE. Do you need to hold boundaries for your 
children? Do it in the name of love. Do you need to organise Christmas gifts? Do it in the name 
of love. Do you need to pack suitcases? Do it in the name of love. The more we can consciously 
recognise that our daily life is filled with blessings and abundance, the more we foster a great 
sense of gratitude within ourselves. 

Week One

Week Two

weekly contemplation  
For caregiVer’s this season 

Only when human beings are able to perceive 
and acknowledge the Self in each other can 
there be real peace.

– Amma

May Grace and Peace be felt in abundance 
through the Knowledge of Love and through 
the Light of Love.

– Adapted from Peter 1:2
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This is a beautiful verse to say together as a family in the evening. You could each hold your 
own candle or lantern and go around the circle passing the flame, lighting each other’s candle. 
Or with younger children you could say this before bed as a blessing by candlelight each night 
through the advent season. 

This is a lovely prayer for Christmas Eve or the days leading up to Christmas Eve. I have 
changed some of the wording to feel more inclusive and less patriarchal. You can look up the 
original if you like online. This is truly a prayer in every sense of the word- a hope, a wish, an 
acknowledgement that there is something Higher out there to connect with and acknowledge. 

Week Three

Week Four

The gift of light we thankfully take  

But not shall it be alone for our sake  

The more we give light  

The one to the other  

It shines and it spreads and it glows still further  

Until every spark by friends set aflame  

Until every heart with joy to proclaim  

In the depths of our souls a shining sun glows. 

– Author unknown  

Loving Universe, help us remember the birth of the Child of Light, 
that we may share in the song of the angels, the gladness of the 
shepherds, and the worship of the wise men.

Close the door of hate and open the door of love all over the 
world. Let kindness come with every gift and good desires with 
every greeting. Deliver us from darkness by the blessing which this 
birth brings, and teach us to be merry with clear hearts.

May Christmas morning make us happy to be children of the 
world, and the Christmas evening bring us to our beds with 
grateful thoughts, forgiving and forgiven, for the Light and Love of 
the World.

– Adapted from a prayer by Robert Louis Stevenson 
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caregiVer’s 
handwork 

Wooden Star
Everyone loves a star on a Christmas tree, and this simple craft provides this using beautiful 
natural materials with contrasting textures.  Whilst the initial sawing and drilling should 
definitely be undertaken by an adult, threading the stars is a great craft for all the family 
and little ones love sewing them up.  Why not pre-drill a pile of 10 or more at once, they 
can keep the kids happy in the car, or in a doctor’s waiting room…perfect to keep on hand 
and pull out whenever they’d be useful. A variety different colours looks magical on the 
Christmas tree.

Gather your supplies: 

 f Fallen tree branch*

 f Saw

 f Drill

 f 5mm Drill Bit

 f Sandpaper or sanding machine

 f Wool (various colours)

 f Darning needle

*Please try and avoid cutting down a living branch for this craft.  There’s often plenty 
available on the ground, or it’s a handy way to use some timber from a tree that needs a 
good prune anyway, and saves the limbs from the chipper

Note - You can buy timber rounds at most craft shops, so if you’d rather go this way than 
saw up and sand a branch, then go ahead and simply start at step 4!
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Let’s create:

1.  Take your branch and secure it to your workbench or saw horse and cut a round off the 
end. I tend to make the rounds approximately 12mm (1/2”).  This does not need to be 
measured and you can make them as thick or thin as you like, but this works for me

2.  Next sand the sides smooth…we’re not going for table top smooth here, but neaten out 
those saw marks and make it nice to the touch

3.  Drill 5 holes in a star shape.  I like to look at the round and decide which way up I want it 
to hang, then drill the first hole, which will also be the hanging hole

4.  Next put your next four holes in. Drilling these by eye is fine, you know the general 
shape, but if you do want the perfect star then download and print a picture from the 
internet, marking the ends of each point on your wood before you drill

2a

3

1

2b

4
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5.  Now we’re ready to sew, take about 60cm (2’) of wool and thread your needle.  In this 
example I threaded some white wool and some gold thread at the same time to add 
some sparkle to the hanging

6.  First draw your needle through the top hole in your star, take through most of the 
thread, leaving a little behind which will be your hanging thread at the end

7.  Next weave in and out of the holes in a circular motion around your star, but always 
missing one hole!  So, if the holes were numbered 1-5, clockwise from the first, we would 
stitch up through 1, down through 3, up through 5, down through 2, up through 4 and 
so on.  The pictures really help here

6

7b

7d

7f

5

7a

7c

7e
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8.  After 10 stitches and having been through each hole twice (once in each direction) you 
should now have two stars, one on each side of your round and the two ends of your 
wool coming out either side of the top hole

9.  Tie the two ends together to form your hanging loop and cut off the excess

10.  Enjoy your star creation and make some more friends to join it on the tree. This can be 
quite a therapeutic craft, as you get into a rhythm sewing!

7h

7j

9b

10b

7g

7i

9a

10a
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1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

December
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january
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31
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christmas Feast planner 

Festival for Feast:  
(eg. Christmas Day)

Traditional Festival 
Foods:

Diet to follow:
(eg. vegetarian)

Meal  
(eg. breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, 

dessert)

Menu Ingredients 
Where to 
find the 
recipe 

When to 
Shop

Notes/When 
to Cook
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giFt list

Festival for 
Gift Giving: 

Traditional Festival Gifts

Name Likes Present Ideas
Timeframe 

needed  
to prepare

Notes
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christmas book 
recommendations

For adults
All Year Round A Calendar of Celebrations by Ann Druitt, Christine Fynes-Clinton and Marje 
Rowling 

The Spiritual Background to Christian Festivals by Charles Kovacs 

The Family Virtues Guide: Simple Ways to Bring Out the Best in Our Children and Ourselves 
by Linda Kavelin Popov 

Values for Today’s Families by Anita Diamant

Pagan Family Values: Childhood and the Religious Imagination in Contemporary American 
Paganism (New and Alternative Religions) by S. Zohreh Kermani

The Awakened Family: A Revolution in Parenting by Shefali Tsabary Ph.D.

The Festival of Stones by Reg Down

For children
The Nativity by Julie Vivas

Peter and Lotta’s Christmas by Elsa Beskow

Christmas in Noisy Village by Astrid Lindgren

The Legend of St Nicholas by Dandi Daley MacKall

Advent and Christmas Stories by Estelle Bryer and Janni Nicol

The Longest Night by Marion Dane Bauer 

The Light in the Lantern: Stories for Advent by Georg Dreißig
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Australia

Dragonfly Toys 

Honeybee Toys 

The Small Folk

United States

Bella Luna Toys

Nova Natural Toys

 

Canada

The Paper Pipet Shop 

Nest

recommended retailers For 
meaningFul christmas giFts

https://www.dragonflytoys.com.au/
https://www.honeybeetoys.com.au/
https://thesmallfolk.com.au/
www.bellalunatoys.com
www.novanatural.com
http://www.paperpipit.com/
nest.ca
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I hope this guide and the worksheets within help you to gain clarity, inspire creativity and 
celebrate in accordance with your family’s unique values. May we all celebrate and pass 
on the virtues of love, compassion, mutual-respect, charity, generosity and gratitude to our 
loved ones. Merry Christmas to you! 

parting WOrds
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